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“In science fiction, anything goes ..”

Mike McMurray CSC
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Director of Photography Mike McMurray CSC started as a 

Staging Electrician in 1975 at CFTO TV in Toronto. 

“Peter Edwards was the Supervising Electrician at CFTO 

who introduced us to Rosco products. The only thing 

available back then were gobos and gel. We used 68 

Blue, 65 Blue, 62 Booster Blue, 34 Pink and, my all time 

favorite, 51 Surprise Pink.”

“I later began my own company and started lighting 

fashion shows. I used 51 Surprise Pink on every light 

going. It didn’t affect the clothes, but made the models’ 

skin tones look really fantastic. You couldn’t even tell it 

was on the light.”

On Earth Final Conflict Mike used rotating gobos to 

simulate power supplies on the futuristic spacecraft. 

They also used Day/Night backdrops on the show and 

would light them from the front and back at the same 

time. “That way we could isolate or highlight the areas 

we wanted as well as do an on-camera day-to-night shift.” 

Mike is currently the Director of Photography on 

Warehouse 13.  “We have some nice Rosco backdrops on 
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Mike McMurray continued...

Warehouse 13, outside some of the hotel rooms and the 

hospital rooms. Our main set has a gigantic 40x65 foot 

backdrop of a warehouse. We also built giant softboxes 

out of aluminum pipe with one layer of Silent Grid Cloth, 

a one foot spacing 

and then another 

layer of Silent Grid 

Cloth. Every once 

and a while we 

will slip a colour 

like Peacock or 

Storaro Red in 

between the 

Silent Grid Cloth 

layers. The scene is lit normally with white light and what 

happens is all the shadows and reflections are the colour 

we put in the softboxes. In science fiction anything 

goes, you don’t have to be straight up. It’s very similar 

idea to the old Varicon which introduced coloured light 

directly into the camera lens, exposing colour to 

the shadow areas of the negative. I find it works 

really well with HD.”

The Red camera has issues with Infra-Red and 

Mike found a solution from Rosco. “I was doing a 

show in Vancouver called Psych, and we ran into 

a situation where the black suits our characters 

wore would look pink. We tested a bunch of 

Infra-Red filters and found the Rosco IR filter was 

the best, and the cheapest. We popped them in 

the camera and the black suit issue was gone.”

The Gaffer on Warehouse 13 is Ira Cohen and 
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A prototype of the Rosco 

Camera Filter Rotator 

with Mattebox Adaptor 

made an appearance 

at Cine Gear this year. 

Thanks to SIM Video 

for letting us put it on 

one of their latest RED 

cameras.

Tim Sauder is the Key Grip. The cameras, grip and 

electric are all from P.S. Production Services. Ira has a 

large selection of Rosco Gobos they use in Lekos for 

backgrounds.

Mike also uses a variety of LitePads and LED strips 

from Rosco. “They’ve been great for shelving units 

and through things like fish tanks.”

Mike McMurray CSC demonstrates his softbox and Cinegel technique
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RABBIT (Rosco Animated Bluescreen & Backdrop 

Image Technology) offers an innovative approach to 

background images. Rosco’s award-winning backings 

are now available with matched motion plate shots 

captured on the RED One at 4K resolution.

No longer must filmmakers choose between “expensive” blue screen sets and “dead” backings. With RABBIT, a vinyl 

backing covers most filming requirements, with a bluescreen wheeled in for the occasional moving shot. No more 

second unit shoots or doubling up on location fees. When Rosco shoots the backing, you’re covered. At no extra cost – 

you only pay for RABBIT if you use it.

The RABBIT library comprises over seven hundred motion plates from ten countries, each with matched backing plates, 

and it’s growing fast. RABBIT images have already  been shot for a number of motion picture and television projects.

Sample images can be viewed at www.roscodigital.com/rabbit/index.html

Contact Phil Greenstreet at 323-474-8795, or pgreenstreet@rosco.com.

Rosco had booths at both NAB in Las Vegas and Cine Gear on the Paramount lot in Los Angeles this year. Everyone was 

very enthusiastic about RoscoView Panels, the Camera Filter Rotator, LitePads and Rabbit.
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For more information on Rosco products in Canada, or if 

you have any question, please contact our representatives 

below or go to www.rosco.com

Toronto

Chris Alexander - calexander@roscocanada.com

Jeff Armstrong - jarmstrong@roscocanada.com

Vancouver

Korie Bennett - kbennett@roscocanada.com

Montreal

Denis Levesque - dlevesque@roscocanada.com 

CINE GEAR AFTER HOURS
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The American Society of Cinematographers was well represented at Cine Gear this year and many members dropped 

by the Rosco Booth to see the latest toys. On the final day of the show, the ASC held a BBQ at their newly renovated 

clubhouse.  In attendance from Rosco were Stan Miller (an Associate Member of the ASC), Chris Alexander, Jeff Treanor, 

Phil Greenstreet, Jim Meyers and Joel Svendsen.

Old friends, Victor Kemper ASC and Chris Alexander

At Cine Gear, Stan Miller accepts an award honouring 

the100 year anniversary of Rosco.

100 YEARS AND COUNTING


